depend on ratios of activity in neurons with different but overlapping tuning. Whenever the perceptual represenThe binding problem, or constellation of problems, contations of simultaneously present objects depend on cerns our capacity to integrate information across time, distributed patterns of firing in populations of cells, the space, attributes, and ideas. The goal of research in this risk of superposition ambiguities within the same neural area is to understand how we can respond to relations network will arise, creating a need to identify and to within relevant subsets of the world but not to relations signal which units belong to the same representation. between arbitrarily selected parts or properties. LanFor any case of binding, the binding problem can guage comprehension and thinking critically depend on actually be dissected into three separable problems. correct binding of syntactic and semantic structures.
Figure 1. Extraction of a Dalmatian from a
Background of Black-and-White Spots selection may be mediated by a match to this familiar clusters that might correspond to "objects." The attention window gives access to the features in the correor cued object. The best-known example is the Dalmatian dog to be extracted from a background of black sponding locations in the different feature maps and allows the information from those locations to be assemand white patches (Figure 1) . One of two superimposed movies of real life scenes (like a ball game and a hand bled in a single object file for further analysis and identification. game) can be selected so efficiently that a salient event in the unattended movie (a lady with an umbrella walking
The separation of explicit access to features and to locations may correspond to the separation of ventral across the field) is completely missed (Neisser and Becklen, 1975) . This type of segregation no doubt uses "what" and dorsal "where" pathways, although there must be implicit links between the two as well as implicit other grouping cues such as common fate, collinearity, and shared colors, but top-down predictions are also location information in the feature maps. The fact that patients with bilateral parietal lesions (Balints' synlikely to play a role. Zhang (1999) showed recently that suppression of irrelevant stimuli can also be helped by drome) have major problems with binding is consistent with the idea that the master map of locations is associprecueing the template of the unwanted stimulus, even when it occupies the same location as the target, ensurated with parietal function (Robertson et al., 1997 ). If our model of the deficit is correct, the simultanagnosia ing that suppression is not mediated by location but by a representation of the object itself. that these patients also suffer is evidence for the importance of binding to normal object perception. If only one Most of the research on binding has been devoted to the last two forms of selection-by location and by object can be bound, it seems that only one object is seen. shared features. Feature Integration Theory (FIT; e.g., Treisman and Gelade, 1980; Treisman, 1993; Treisman, Treisman (1988; Treisman and Sato, 1990 ) added a feature-based selection process to the original version 1998) uses both. It was developed to account for a number of empirical findings: (1) that search for targets of FIT to account for cases where highly discriminable features appear to group and allow rapid or parallel that need binding to distinguish them from the nontargets often requires attention; (2) that when attention is conjunction search. The idea was that the binding process could be bypassed if connections from the sepadirected elsewhere, illusory conjunctions wrongly recombining features of different objects are frequently rate feature maps responding to the target features were used to signal the corresponding locations within the seen; (3) that precueing the relevant location helps much more when a conjunction must be reported than when master map and to suppress all others, thus excluding all nontargets from further processing. For example, if the targets are defined as a disjunction of separate features; and (4) that grouping by single features occurs in a target of a search is known to be red and vertical among green vertical and red horizontal lines, all the parallel across the field, whereas grouping by conjunctions is much less salient and also seems to require active locations in a color map for red and an orientation map for vertical could select the corresponding locaattention. In early papers, we proposed that binding is achieved by directing spatial attention serially to the tions in the master map through the implicit links connecting them, and temporarily inhibit all other locations. locations of different objects (or homogeneous groups of objects). Features of objects in unattended locations Wolfe et al. (1989) proposed a similar model of Guided Search, and Wolfe and Cave (1999) report evidence supare thereby excluded and cannot form illusory conjunctions with the features of the attended object. The releporting the feature-based account. This form of selection may also be responsible for grouping the parts of vant locations are selected in a "master map" of locations by an externally directed "window of attention" partially occluded objects.
In a different form of grouping by Gestalt properties, serially focused on single filled locations or contiguous edges or elements that are continuous or collinear apbeing grouping and one being object tracking by reentrant connections ). Both accounts aspear to be linked by horizontal connections in area V1 (Kapadia et al., 1995) , which may increase the salience sume an external source of control by selective attention, presumably directed by prefrontal and parietal of object boundaries (Yen and Finkel, 1998 ). These connections might also be used to define the locations to be areas. But Reynolds and Desimone restrict this control to biasing the competition that would occur between selected or suppressed in the master map of locations. Constraints on the shape of the attention window could objects anyway. They assume that selection of one stimulus or response from many is directly determined by also bias the selection in favor of simple, symmetrical, convex objects.
suppressive links between their neural substrates, with the more active winning over the less active. Attention Several papers in this issue develop similar ideas to explain selection by location or feature grouping. Wolfe in their model biases the competition by adding topdown activation to one of the competing sets of cells. and Cave present their Guided Search model (Wolfe et al., 1989 ; Cave and Wolfe, 1990; Wolfe and Bennett, FIT, on the other hand, attributes an inhibitory as well as an activating role to the external control system that 1997), which extended FIT. They recently modified the earliest stages to include an initial loose "bundling" by we label attention. The evidence Reynolds and Desimone cite is the observation that when a second stimulocation, as opposed to the "tight binding" achieved through attention. Shadlen and Movshon favor the relus is introduced within the receptive field of a visual neuron, its response is a weighted average rather than lated computational model proposed by Olshausen et al. (1993), using shifter circuits to achieve the same goal the sum of the two separate responses (see also Miller et al., 1993) . This is consistent with a direct suppressive of serial processing by locations. Reynolds and Desimone adopt the idea that spatial attention is the main interaction between the two afferent inputs to the cell, but it could also result from external selection of one and mechanism for binding, combining it with their biased competition account and linking it to evidence from sininhibition of the other to reduce cross-talk and binding errors. Intrinsic competition may be difficult to distingle unit-recordings (see also Luck et al., 1997b).
Reynolds and Desimone (1999 [this issue of Neuron])
guish from the effects of dividing or focusing an extrinsic source of attention. One piece of evidence that favors also propose salience and grouping as supplementary binding mechanisms that could, by the increased activathe biased competition model is the finding by Reynolds et al. (1999) that when two unattended stimuli are pretion they cause, select a winner in a competitive interaction with other objects. One concern with this hypothesis sented in the same receptive field, the response is still lower than the response to the more effective of the two is that, without additional specification of the selection process, it seems to require the binding problem to be presented alone, even though they are not competing with each other for attention. Of course, this does not at least partly solved in order to contribute to its solution. The attribute on which the stimuli are salient (e.g., lumipreclude the idea that attention also inhibits unwanted stimuli when binding errors might otherwise occur. nance or color contrast), or on which they are grouped (e.g., color, orientation, shared motion), must be bound If the idea of intrinsic competition is correct, it raises many interesting questions for research. How do the to the other attributes of the same stimuli before their greater activation can be transmitted to those other dicells "know" that they are being activated by different objects rather than by one complex object? There may mensions. This "catch 22" might be resolved in cases where salience and grouping are determined at the early be some feedback from higher object recognition areas, but when both objects are unattended, this is likely to levels of processing, before the stimulus attributes are segregated into separate specialized visual areas. At be limited. Does similarity play a role in determining the degree of competition? What other factors affect the these earliest stages, high contrast may ensure high firing rates for holistic stimuli rather than for particular competition and its outcome? attributes, so that subsequently each attribute wins out in the competition within its own specialized area. The Encoding mechanism is less clear for cognitively determined or Several of the present papers deal primarily with the learned salience and grouping (such as the salience of second problem: how the feature bundles, once seone's own name in a list of other names). The identity lected, are encoded to be used for thinking, deciding, of the name might not be available at stages that preand acting. Essentially, this is a special case of the cede the specialized processing of separate attributes. If synchrony is observed with the shared figure, these experiments would have the advantage that the stimuli within the receptive field would be identical in the two conditions.
Structural Description
The specification of how the elements, once selected, should be bound in the correct structured relations, is dealt with extensively by a number of psychological theories: theories of object identification and recognition (e.g., Biederman, 1987; Bü lthoff et al., 1995; Tarr and Bü lthoff, 1995) deal with structural relations within objects, linguistic theories explain structural relations within sentences and propositions, and theories of perceptual-motor control specify the structural relations There are physiological arguments and evidence that ing the firing rates of cells responding to the eyes and the mouth, would not solve the within-object binding seem convincing on both sides. The fact that the two mechanisms-synchronized circuits and specialized problem. One answer may be to attend to each part within the object in turn, in order to bind them to their conjunction cells, at least for object components (Tanaka, 1996)-are compatible allows a strong possibility within-object locations. Favoring this view is the fact that search latencies involving within-object discriminathat both play a part in binding.
One of the benefits of discussions such as these is tions of this type, for example between Ts and Ls in random orientations, increase linearly with the number that they suggest new experiments that could provide important data. Shadlen and Movshon have an interestof items in the display. Perhaps the reason why these searches are typically slower than those for betweening proposal to test whether the output of the binding process really is synchronized firing. This is to record object conjunctions is not only that feature guidance cannot be used, but also that attention must be more from the same pairs of single units when different figures are in their receptive fields and when the same bent narrowly and precisely focused within the object than between objects. figure falls on both receptive fields, and to do this both when the linking area is occluded and when it is not. Some recent findings by Tallon In both cases, stimulus elements (a subset of dots, the three pacmen) must be selected and bound before the The additional manipulation that he proposes is that the degree of perceptual segregation shown in the animal's figure can be seen and its three-dimensional structure inferred. The observation of EEG oscillations in associabehavior on the same trial as the recording should be correlated with the degree of synchronization observed. 
Further Questions
Obviously, the central question for the future is which of the proposed mechanisms at any of the three stages are the most likely to be correct. Note that several of the papers in this issue postulate more than one binding mechanism. It seems very likely that all play a part, but in which circumstances and which combinations remains to be determined.
Another question concerns how models for parsing, encoding, and structural description are best combined to form a coherent integrated account of binding. It may be possible to combine any hypothesis for one operation with any of the hypotheses for the others. For example, the choice of which sense data to encode by synchronous firing could be mediated by spatial attention. So far, there has been little attempt to discuss the relative plausibility of the different possible combinations. Tarr 
